outstanding nature poet, Anik finds sustained power or moral teaching in
Nature. Anik is no romantic about Nature like Jibonanondo Das. Nor does
he give a mere description of countryside like Jasimuddin or Bondey Ali
Mian. He is fully aware of the irrational malice of Nature. So he presents
natural objects in which man acts in the course of the real life.
*

Bangladesh is a land of six seasons. The changes of seasons influence our
life in various ways. Anik Mahmud gives a pen-picture of six seasons with
their distinguishing characteristics. First comes the summer with the
scorching heat of the sun. So the peasants pray to God or Humdadaya for
rain drops. Poet Anik Mahmud writes :

Anton Habib

Anik Mahmud: A poet and a critic
Anik Mahmud is one of the leading poets of Bengali literature
in the modern age. He started writing poems in the nineteen
seventies and has been writing till today. As a poet Anik
Mahmud has contributed a lot to Bengali literature. He has
written on a variety of subjects. The diversity of Anik
Mahmud‟s poetry has added multi-dimensions to Bengali
poetry. He always speaks of some aspects of humanity. His
subjects are generally his age, his society, love, politics, nature
and so on. The chief characteristics of his poetry is to
transform the common into uncommon. Let us now illustrate
the salient features of Anik‟s poetry.

Avgv‡`i gv‡V †¶‡Z gv‡S gv‡S †b‡g Av‡m Ryqvwo wblv`,
†gŠmygxi Kv‡jvnv‡Z KL‡bv cywo‡q †`q
Livi Av¸‡b
dm‡ji wgwó †g‡Vv ¯^v`|
(GKj‡e¨i fweZe¨, ‡ev‡k‡Li cÖv_©bv)
(English Translation)
Sometimes the nature becomes capricious
The scorching heat of the sun damages the crops.
(Ekolobber Bhobitobbo, Bosheker Prarthona)

Anik Mahmud‟s poetry deals with nature. Indeed, he depicts
various aspects of nature accurately. We often observe the
actual spirit of the country being reflected in Anik‟s poems.
We cannot but admire Anik‟s power to render the objects of
nature in his poetry in a vivid manner. The significance and
the use of Anik‟s treatment of nature may be debatable but we
may assert that Anik‟s poetry is a living tribute to his capacity
for microscopic observation and accurate description. The
descriptive power of Anik Mahmud, I think, is a wonderful
treatment of his poetry. In his poetry the blue sky, the
murmuring brook, the sunlight, the moonshine, the green cornfield are brought into the notice of the readers. What he
describes is not a spectacle only, but an entire adventure. Anik
Mahmud is a poet because he has an artistic mind, he has a
keen perception of nature. Nature appears lively in his artistic
presentation of life. To Anik Mahmud man and nature are two
inseparable entities. There is a close connection between man
and nature. So he, as we see, tries to explain human life in
terms of nature. However, Anik is not much interested in
Nature for the sake of nature. Unlike Wordsworth, the most

To Anik Mahmud the rainy season comes with its destructive appearance :

nVvr n‡jv †cÖ‡gi wRnŸv
el©vwj kvgyK,
`ytL my‡Li bxj cvwcqv
n‡jv civb¥yL|
(GBme fqven AviwZ, †Q`)
(English Translation)
As a snail in the rains closes its mouth in danger ,
So the bird of love stops singing in sorrows.
(Eisab Bhoyaboho Aroti, Chhed)
The autumn is distinguished by the fragrance of shewly flower and the pearl
like dew drops on the grass. Anik Mahmud writes in his poems :

(1) ki‡Zi wkDjx e‡b
†cŠ‡li wg‡Vj †iv‡`
dvêy‡bi wKkj‡q
†R‡M Av‡Qv avb avbwmuwoi †eûjv b„Z¨ cUxqmx|
(GKj‡e¨i fweZe¨, AgiveZxi wK‡kvix)

Anton Habib Essayist and researcher. Lecturer in English, Shah Neamatullah Degree College,
Chapai Nawabganj.
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(English Translation)
Behula (which suggests our motherland) still dances on the Dhanshire, in
shewly garden, in the sweet sunshine of Poush
and in the green leaf of Falgun.
(Ekolobber Bhobitobbo, Amorabotir Kisori)

As a poet Anik Mahmud is very much conscious about the environment in
which he lives. In the ecological web, not only man but all the elements of
environments are also equally important. So the poet uses various kinds of
birds, animals, beasts, insects in different contexts. Bio-diversity has been
nicely pictured in Anik Mahmud‟s poems:

(2) wMwbœ cÖv‡Z wdiwb †iu‡a WvK‡j m~h© nv‡m
nvwmi e¨_vi †iv` †L‡j hvq wkwki †fRv Nv‡m,
Nv‡mi WMvq fv‡m,
†cÖ‡gi gy³v, †n‡gi Kó bv‡k|
(GBme fqven AviwZ, wMwbœ)

nvq †cÖg! wcuc‡oi †Pv‡L †`‡Lv Ae©vPxb †mŠiSo,
ïayB cv‡ivwb Rvwb e¨_©Zvi M‡Ê
`y‡dvuUv wek¦vm cj‡ji gy‡L †mu‡U w`‡Z...
(GBme fqven AviwZ, †g‡qUv)
(English Translation)
O love! You can see the solar storm in the eyes of an ant
But you cannot have faith in you for your sake.
(Eisab Bhoyaboho Aroti, Meata)

(English Translation)
When the housewife cooks „firne‟ and invites the sun,
the sun light sparkles on the grass like the pearls,
The mistress forgets her desolation in love
(Eisab Bhoyaboho Aroti, Ginni)

Like all romantic poets, Anik Mahmud loves nature deeply. To
Wordsworth, nature is a living reality capable of feeling and thinking; to
Shelley nature is a shifting and changeful phenomenon, to Byron nature is
wild and stormy. But Anik mahmud‟s attitude towards nature is distinctive.
In his poems nature appears as it is with some symbolical meanings.

Late autumn is an important season in Bangladesh. It is generally a harvest
season. „Nabanno‟ is the traditional festival of eternal Bengal which is
mainly celebrated in this season. This phenomenon has occurred in Anik‟s
poems :

Anik Mahmud‟s poems represent his age, his society and his culture.
Actually, the poems epitomize his sweet motherland, its land, its history,
achievements, promises, dreams, hopes, aspiration and national heritage. He
tends to mirror independent Bangladesh more lively than any other writer.
Anik Mahmud is a true patriot. He watches the social and moral decadence
of independent Bangladesh and is extremely hurt by the contemporary
spectacle of his motherland. Once his country was a British colony. After a
prolonged struggle Bangladesh became free from the bondage of the
capricious ruler. So the mass movement in 1969. The independence war in
1971, the anti-autocratic movement in 1990-all come very intensely within
the purview of Anik Mahmud‟s poetry.

†ng‡š—i iƒ‡cvwj wkwki G‡m ay‡q †M‡Q cvÊywiZ Nv‡mi MvwjPv,
GLv‡b c‡owb Zey j²xi Ki‚Yv, †`ªŠc`xi c`cvZ,
RjgMœ avb‡¶‡Z eb¨vi Akwb _vev †kl n‡q †M‡Q,
Lywki wPeyK Qzu‡q GL‡bv Av‡mwb †Kv‡bv AvMš‘K
bev‡bœi KvK‡fv‡i Dc`ª‚Z nv‡Z k~b¨ cvÎ Kvu‡c....
Liv`» dm‡ji NÖvY D‡V †M‡Q gnvRbx gRyZ Lvbvq|
(GKj‡e¨i fweZe¨, †ng‡š—i cÖwZ)
(English Translation)
The late spring has set in
yet Lakhmi (Goddess of wealth) has not trodden the cornfield.
The flood has receded
Nabanno has come without the news of mirth and joy.
(Ekolobber Bhobitobbo, To Late-autumn)

Anik Mahmud is a highly conscious poet. He is mentally distressed at the
deplorable condition of post-independent Bangladesh. With high hopes and
great aspiration, after a nine month bloody war, we got our homeland
liberated. But it is, to our utter dismay, we merely got a geographical
freedom. The lot of the common people has not yet been changed. They are
still the victims to the oppression and exploitation of the ruling power.
Economic inequality, political unrest deprivation of the majority,
exploitation of the ruling authority, wide spread corruption-all have been
nicely mirrored in his poetry, Eisab Bhoyaboho Aroti itself indicates the
dark aspects of our nations. The poet writes :

It is to note that different types of trees, herbs and flowers are the ingredient
of Anik Mahmud‟s poems. The poet has used them in different contexts.
The trees, flowers and herbs like „beautiful rose‟, „the shade of Madhobi‟,
„the buds of Pomegranate‟, „dry leaf of chhatim‟, „the tender shoot of bottle
gourd plant‟, „the lilies‟ and „the Jasmin‟ which Anik Mahmud uses in his
poems are very much familiar, yet they bear special meaning.
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k„Mv‡ji †PvL †_‡K a~Z©Zvi gwYexR wb‡q
Nvmï× †L‡q †d‡j †fov¸‡jv K…l‡Ki gv‡Vi dmj,
gvV nq gš¿xcvov, †fov‡`i c`k‡ã ivRc‡_ Rv‡o gvwm©wWm
†jwjnvb wRf¸‡jv Sz‡j c‡o †h‡bv me Z…òvZ© nvwZi ïuo
ï‡l †bq b` b`x mvM‡ii †bvbvRj cyuwZMÜ me,
(GBme fqven AviwZ, •R¸‡bi †fov¸‡jv)

disillusioned by democracy, independence and exhortations in all respects.
The so called democratic state is indeed the ruling party‟s property. The
leaders are involved in all kinds of malpractices, corruption and sin. The
party loyalists have a mockery of democracy. Factionalism in political
parties, promotion of only ruling party‟s interest by leaving the common
men in lurch-all these are happening under the aegis of socialistic pattern of
democracy committed to social and economic welfare of the community.
These despicable trends figure fairly in Anik Mahmud‟s poetry :

The poet deplores the ugliness of modern civilization. His country as if has
become the fertile land of all sorts of devilish acts such as terrorism, rape,
fraud, murder, oppression. The poet portrays the ugly scenes of anarchy
prevailing in the country :

The society in which Anik lives is an imbalanced one. There is a gulf of
difference between the upper class and the lower class. The state is running
in such a pattern that the rich are becoming the richer and the poor the
poorer. The majority of our population is living under poverty line. They
are still deprived of basic needs like food, shelter, medical facility and
education. Even they have to toil for the whole day for their existence but
the lion share goes to the money lenders. The poet differentiates between
the „Haves‟ and the „Have-nots‟ in a faithful manner. He can justly estimate
the mirth of the „Haves‟ and cry of the „Have-nots‟.

bviKxq GKvËi †m bv‡gi gwngv wQwb‡q
mn‡R evbv‡jv †ckvwPZ ea¨f~wg,
Av‡Rv †`wL ga¨hyM nv‡qbvi wnsmªZvq
wd‡i Av‡m cyi‡bv †Wivq
Zxi›`vR i‡³vb¥v` †nvwj †L‡j wRNvsmvi gËZvq
gwZnvi bxjvKv‡k I‡o AvR Aïf G¨vjevUªm
Av‡iv I‡o fvMv‡oi Zvgvw` Uv‡M©‡U Av¯— †mB
nvmv‡bi d¨vwm÷ kKzb,
(GBme fqven AviwZ, †kvwYZ mvwMœK)

The poet is not pessimistic at the gloom situation of the country. Though he
sees the skeleton of ugliness, he is very much hopeful about the bright
future of his nation. He is aware that without darkness there would be no
light, and without evil there would be little possibility of freely choosing
good. In the crucial situation of the nation he, like a true leader, advises us
to launch a movement against all kinds of evils and odds. In this respect,
Anik Mahmud Commemorates some great leader like Rammohon Roy,
Issorchandra Bhiddaya Sagar, Sheikh Mozibur Rahman who laid down their
lives for the sweet motherland. Sheik Mozib, the founder of independent
Bangladesh dreamt a “Sonar Bangla” run by four principles-Democracy,
Nationalism, Secularism and Socialism. He writes :

(English Translation)
The sanctity of the holy place Motihar
was polluted by the hellish activities in 1971,
Still we see the genocide by the archers
and watch the albatross and the falcon flying
in the sky of Motihar.
(Eisab Bhoyaboho Aroti, Sonito Sagnik)

Pvi ¯—‡¤¢ †`‡ki †mŠa
wbg©vZv †Kvb †kªô Rxe,
evOvwj‡`i RvwZi wcZv
e½eÜy †kL gywRe|
(GBme fqven AviwZ, e½eÜy †kL gywRe)

Freedom is man‟s birth right. But the Bengalees could not taste the fruits of
independence even after three decades. The freedom fighters are now-adays neglected and humilated. On the other hand, the defeated force of the
indepence war is hatching plot to destroy the sovereignity of our
motherland. The patriots are now shedding tears in silence. Those whow are
in power have no love for motherland and they are busy with plundering
national property. Here truth, parriotism, ideology are being reproached and
harassed at every step. The poet deplores the fact in his poem, `Sadhinota‟
(Freedom). from Asonnobiroh Bishonnobidoy.

(English Translation)
Bangladesh stands on four pillars
Sheik Mazib, The sculptor of Bangladesh
is the father of nation.
(Eisab Bhoyaboho Aroti, Bangobandhu Sheik Mazib)

We can condemn our political leaders for the pitiable condition of our
country. The political leaders lack in patriotic zeal. So the soul and sprit of
democracy is in danger. The common people of our country are

In fact, the poet is not complacent about man‟s present situation.
Nonetheless he is a patient and persistent seeker of truth, blind neither to
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life‟s ironies nor to its more pleasant aspects. Anik Mahmud is highly
optimistic that this dark cloud will be blown away by the fair weather.
Indeed the poet dreams of an exploitation and corruption free truly
democratic country.

Anik Mahmud has written poems not only for the adults but for the
children. Bhor Dupurey (1997), Dulki Ghara Chabuk Kora (1997), Sial
Mamar Kheal (2006) are his notable books of rhymes. These rhymes are the
best source of pleasure for the old and the children alike. “Best words in
best order” have been successfully used by Anik Mahmud. He is so much a
skilled writer that his rhymes create a sweet sound effect into the ears of the
listeners. Some of his rhymes are good lullaby :

As regards love, Anik Mahmud is a love poet. He has written some love
poems which bear special meanings. Like other modern poets. Anik
Mahmud sees the frustration in love. To him, love is not purely the
unification of two souls rather it is the gratification of bodily need. The poet
has defined love as :

KzUzg cvwL Mv‡Qi Wv‡j
bvP‡Q †eRvq Zv‡j Zv‡j,
n‡iK iKg Mqbv M‡j,
†b‡PB KzUzg hv‡‛Q P‡j|
(†kqvj gvgvi †Lqvj, we‡qi Av‡gv`)

fv‡jvevmv gv‡b Rxeb RviK
fyj ey‡S Kuv`v AKviY,
fv‡jvevmv gv‡b giY gmx‡Z
`ytwL‡Zi †jLv e¨vKiY|
(†cÖg eo †¯^iZš¿x, msÁv)

(English Translation)
The little bird dances on the tree,
It puts on different types of ornaments
and it keeps dancing rhythmically
(Sial Mamar Kheal, Bier Ayozon)
or

(English Translation)
Love is the essence of life
shedding tears for nothing,
Love is the grammar
written by those who have
sacrificed themselves for love.
(Prem Boro Soirotontri, Songa)

KzUzg cvwL KzUzg cvwL
†Kv_vq †Zvgvi †`k,
eyjeywj‡`i AvR‡K Avmi
Rg‡e †m_v †ek|
†`v‡qj, †Kv‡qj, eD K_v KI
nj‡` cvwL Avi,
bvP‡e mevB GK Zv‡j‡Z
Mjvq c‡i nvi|
(†kqvj gvgvi †Lqvj, KzUzg cvwL)

The poet‟s attitude to love is that modern love lacks divine glory. On the
contrary, it is rushing towards commercial gain. Love is not for love‟s sake;
it is mercenary more or less. To Anik Mahmud, true love exists only when
it comes from both sides. The poet says else where :

fv‡jvevmvi g~j¨,
†cÖg e¨ZxZ Avi wKQz Gi nq bv mgZzj¨|
(†cÖg eo †¯^iZš¿x, fv‡jvevmvi g~j¨)

(English Translation)
O Kutum, my dear little bird,
where is your homeland?
There will be a dancing concert
where the Bulbuli, Doel, Cuckoo
Boa Katha Kao and other birds will dance together
wearing the necklace.
(Sial Mamar Kheal, Kutum Pakhi)

(English Translation)
Love is reciprocal to love
and nothing else is equivalent to love
(Prem Boro Soirotontri Valobasar Mullo)
Actually love comes with a better understanding of self and others. Though
love is despotic, man can not live in the society untouched by love. Anik‟s
treatment of love is unique and fresh. His love poems contain the truth of
life and beauty of imagination. Perfect love can only be found between man
and woman, and in this love humanity can find the strength to grow towards
the cherished goal. We do not see in his poetry the rarefied passion of
Shelley or the high sensuousness of Keats. He treats love in a very homely
way marked with the human sympathy.

By reading the rhymes of Anik Mahmud a reader must be back to his
golden past. These are as though the soothing balm to those who suffer
from nostalgia. The green meadows, the blue sky, the vast horizon, the
small cottages and the heap of paddy plants are the common spectacle in the
rural Bengal which thrill our heart.
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K‡Zvevi eZ©gvb N~Y©ve‡Z© n‡q hvq e¨w_Z AZxZ,
K‡Zvevi AZx‡Zi hy_Pvix Z¶‡Kiv wd‡i Av‡m
eZ©gvb K¨vivfv‡b,
bó †R¨vrmœvq †nu‡U †nu‡U Kvwgbxi gvjv wQu‡o k¦vc` †Lqv‡j,
(bó †R¨vrmœvi K¨vivfvb, c„.7)

In Anik Mahmud‟s rhymes different seasons like spring, winter, the rains
also appear with their respective characteristics. The poet gives a simple but
accurate description of different months :

1| kx‡Zi Av‡gR G‡jv gvN gvm †Q‡q,
gvwU‡Z Kzqvkv c‡o wng Mvb †M‡q|
nwiZKx kwUe‡b Kzqvkvi †fjv,
iwei dmj Qz‡u q kxZ G‡jv †gjv|
(†kqvj gvgvi †Lqvj, kxZ)

(English Translation)
The present is lost in the tragic past
and the past is caught in the whirlpool of the present,
The evil power on the caravan of the present destroys
the peace and harmony.
(Nasto Josnar Caravan, p.7 )

(English Translation)
The image of winter is felt during Maugh
The cold fog falls on the ground and
the fog floats in the myrobalan garden
With the touch of winter the bumper „Robi‟ crops are produced
(Sial Mamar Kheal, The Winter)

Therefore envy, revengefulness, attack, aggression, greed for power- all
these are not only the elements of the past, but also they prevail in the
modern time. The dramatic poem Nosto Jotshnar Caravan is divided into
five acts- Spondon, Sondipon, Unmochon, Poribeshon and Bilokhon. Here
each act focuses on the actual events of history where different characters
appear with their own characteristics. The poet delineates these characters
in such a way that we see them with our own eyes. The action and reaction
of historical figures like Shahjahan, Jahanara, Darasiko, Auranzeb, Shaestha
Khan, Danishmond Khan are presented through Gronthic and Chorus. Anik
Mahmud is quite novel in writing this dramatic poem by intruding
“Gronthic and Chorus”, though it is moulded in the tradition of Greek
drama. In his poem “Nostho Joshnar Caravan” Anik Mahmud proclaims,
“Power is not permanent”. The throne of a monarch must be turned into
dust. The consequences of the abuses of power are repentance and death.
The absolute cruelty and fraud of Auranzeb is manifested in his speech :

2| dv¸b G‡jv †`v`yj `y‡j
KwP cvZvq Av‡gi †ev‡j
wkïi g‡Zv gv‡qi ‡Kv‡j
n‡iK cvwLi †Kvjvn‡j|
(†kqvj gvgvi †Lqvj, dv¸b G‡jv)
(English Translation)
Fagun came dancing
on the green leaf and sweet bud in the mango grove
like a child in her mother‟s lap
with the twittering of birds.
(Sial Mamar Kheal, Fagun Elo)

wek¦vmx bRi †eM ey‡S bvI kvwn digvb|
AvR iv‡Z Avbv PvB kÎ‚åvZv `vivi g¯—K,
LvRvcyiv cÖvmv‡`i i‚× K¶ †_‡K cÖ_‡g mwi‡q wb‡e
kÎ‚cyÎ wkwci wk‡Kv‡K, Zvici kÎ‚i g¯—K
wewPQbœ Ki‡e wbkx‡_i wØZxq cÖn‡i;
AvR Avgvi ivwÎi cÖv_©bvq hy³ n‡e mvgªv‡R¨i
ivûgyw³ RbZv Kj¨vY! Zvi Av‡M ¯^P‡¶ †`L‡Z PvB
Kv‡d‡ii wki kÎ‚i webvk!
(bó †R¨vrmœvi K¨vivfvb, c„. 37)

Anik Mahmud has also written long poems. His dramatic poem Nosto
Joshnar Caravan is the glaring example of a long poem. This poem has
been based upon history. It reflects the historical truth. Here we notice that
the poet has mingled the historical fact with poetic fancy. Aurangzeb, the
greatest emperor of the Moghul empire, arrests his father, Shahjahan, and
his sister Zahanara, and kills his brothers only for his thirst for power and
greed for crown. Here we notice that the sword on which the word
“Alomgir” is inscribed is kept carefully in the museum. The sword is
personified as “Gronthic” who is the living witness of Moghul history.
Gronthic narrates history to Chorus, symbol of wisdom. The Gronthic has
realized that father, mother, brother- all are valueless to the power. Always
throne is followed by fraud, cruelty, deprivation or even bloody war. The
poet here tends to find out his present age in guise of history. History
always repeats itself. So the poet mentions :

(English Translation)
O faithful Nazor Beg, carry out the royal order,
I want the head of my enemy brother Darasiko this night
First take away Shipir Siko from the prison of Khazapura palace ,
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then behead Darasiko at the dead of night.
Tonight I‟ll pray to save the country
from the curse of my enemy, and bring about
welfare for the people.
But I want to see the head of the enemy before my prayer.
(Nasto Josnar Caravan, p.37 )

breaking the bond of fatherhood and brotherhood.
Yet man survives in this world.
(Nasto Josnar Caravan, p.53 )
Here Anik Mahamud‟s message is that there might be conflict between
good and evil, between the oppressor and the oppressed, between the higher
and the lower. But good must triumph over evil. This world is full of odds
and adversities, yet our life must proceed on its eternal caravan singing a
song.

But in the falling action, we notice the tragic end of Auranzeb. His
repentance is :

G‡mv AÜKvi! G‡mv mÜ¨vbxj Av‡jvi †Mva~wj
Rxe‡bi RqMv_v GKwU Pig m‡Z¨ wjwce× nq;
gvbyl G‡m‡Q †hBLvb †_‡K †mBLv‡b Zvi Awbevh© †div
†n cyÎ-Kb¨viv, we`vq! we`vq!
(bó †R¨vrmœvi K¨vivfvb, c„.51)

Anik Mahmud is also a composer of many songs. He is a permanent
composer of Bangladesh Betar. ‘Maddobee Rater Gan’ is a collection of
songs by Anik Mahmud. Around 150 songs have been placed in this book.
These are of a variety of songs. Nature, modernity, or frustration in love are
the main concerns of Anik Mamud songs. In his treatment of love. Anik is
highly romantic. He treats nature with love and admiration. The poet writes :

GB ivZ GB
†RvQbvi nvwm
†RvbvwKi Av‡jv wb‡q
†`‡Lvbv Ki‡Q K‡Zv
fv‡jvevmvevwm,
(gvaex iv‡Zi Mvb)

(English Translation)
Darkness, come down! twilight come down.
The triumphal song of life is written in absolute truth,
Man returns to his ultimate goal
from where he comes.
Adieu, adieu! O my dear children.
(Nasto Josnar Caravan, p.51 )

(English Translation)
Look; behold!
The night and the light of the moon
love each other in the flickering of fire-fly.
(Madhobee Rater Gan,)
Or

Not only of Auranzeb‟s but the repentance of his descendants also proves
that power is transitory and every man must be duly rewarded. Through the
speech of Bahadur Shah II and Mirja Mughal Anik Mahmud shows “Poetic
Justice”. Bahadur Shah II addresses Gronthic that he is the great grandson
of the great grandson of Aurangzeb. He adds that he has done penance for
the Sipoy revolution at Rangoon where he is sent to exile.
Gronthic‟s reply reflects the eternal truth :

ü`‡q Avgvi
h‡Zv myi Av‡Q
Z‡Zv myi ev‡R
†ZvgviB Kv‡Q
ZvB‡Zv ¯§„wZ‡Z
†Zvgv‡K †c‡qwQ\
(gvaex iv‡Zi Mvb)

ïb‡Z PvBbv Avi †n †gvMj DËivwaKvi!
Aweg„k¨Kvix gvby‡li ¶gZvi avi
Pv½v K‡i gayeb e¨w³ ¯^v_© hk L¨vwZ †fvM jvjmvi,
ïf‡ev‡a hy‡M hy‡M Kvwjgvq wN‡i‡Q Avuavi,
fvZ…Z-¡ wcZ…Z¡ `~‡i †V‡j
ZeyI gvbyl ey‡K a‡i AwbZ¨ msmvi|
(bó †R¨vrmœvi K¨vivfvb, c„.53)

(English Translation)
I have got you in my memory,
The tune in my heart sounds as much as
it sounds in your heart.
(Madhobee Rater Gan,)

(English Translation)
I„ll not hear no more, O Moghul descendant,
The indiscreet people always greed for
pelf and power, fame and enjoyment,
and they contaminate the good by evil

Anik Mahmud tends to find peace and happiness in love. But his songs are
not “triumphal Chant” or “Chorus Hymeneal”. His songs are full of
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Simile : Bqv‡Mvi g‡Zv Kv‡iv †cÖ‡g evav w`‡q bvUK K‡i‡Q| (Kwei GwjwR)
(English Translation)
Like Yago he has hindered love and produced a play. (An Elegy of
the Poet.)

poignant pain. The songs dealing with poignancy in lost love are sweeter
than others. Shelley in his famous poem, “To a Skylark” says, “Our
sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought”. Anik Mahmud songs
are sweet because there seems an undertone of sorrows and sufferings in
them. Through his songs Anik Mahmud describes the life of man on earth.
To him human life is subject to recurrent spells of frustration and pain. Our
earthly joys are temporary and fade away into nothingness. Disappointments
and sorrows embitter our lives. Nevertheless we always seek for beauty and
pleasure; for pleasure and pain are part of our mortal destiny. The poet says :

Hyperbole :

†fv‡ii wkwki †g‡L †h‡Z PvB evbcÖ‡¯’,
(English Translation)
I would like to embrace death
administering morning dew drops on my body.

ey‡K ivLjvg ey‡Ki euvwk
gy‡L K_vi Kwj,
g‡b w`jvg g‡bv‡ewo
K‡Ú‡Z MxZvwj,
Zey Zzwg †f‡½ w`‡j
my‡Li Av‡qvRb\
(gvaex iv‡Zi Mvb)

(gvbeejf K‡ZvUv mgq †b‡e Avi)
Personification :

mvqv‡ý †Mva~wj Kuv‡` (Rb¥Zvi GKvËi mv‡j)
(English Translation)
The twilight cries in the evening (Born in 1971).
Anik Mahmud has also used different types of foreign words. We notice a
profound use of Arabic, Persian, English words which have coloured his
poetry, and at the same time enriched the vocabulary of our mother tongue.
In fact, Anik Mahmud‟s poetry shows the traits of simplicity and directness.
His language is full of ornamentation. The beauty of words, aptness of
phrases, the striking similes and metaphors, the richness of verses, brilliance
of symbol and imagery, the felicities of language-all these exhibit Anik
Mahmud‟s superb rhetoric skill in his field.

(English Translation)
I keep a flute in my heart
and shower words from mouth
and my heart keeps your heart in chain,
and I sing for thee,
Yet you disrupt my blissful arrangement.
(Madhobee Rater Gan,)

Anik Mahmud is a poet as well as a critic. As a critic he also ranks high. He
has written several books of criticism on different aspects of Bengali
literature. His outstanding books of criticism are Bangla Kothasahittey
Shawkat Osman, Adhunik Bangla Kabbey Sammobadi Chetona, Alor Duti
Asaduzzaman, Josimuddiner Kabbey Bisoyboichetra O Shilporup etc. These
books must play important roles in enriching Bengali literature. Bangla
Kothasahittey Shawkat Osman is the M. Phil. thesis of Anik Mahmud. In
his thesis Anik Mahmud focuses on the life and works of Shawkat Osman.
Here Anik makes a hair split analysis of the works of Shawkat Osman. Anik
Mahmud argues that Shawkat is a progressive writer whom religious dogma
or fanaticism could never touch. His native village, his childhood memories
are the main ingredients of the works of Shawkat Osman. Several
remarkable incidents such as arms house lost in 1930, formation of cabinet
in 1937, the Lahor resolation in 1940, the famine in 1943, the riot in 1946
and the division of Indian sub-continent in 1947, have a great influence on
Shawkat Osman‟s writing. Kritodaser Hasi, Jonom Nekry Oronno, Pancho
are the most famous books of Shawkat Osman where socio-economiccultural condition is faithfully mirrored. Shawkat Osman in his writing
shows how money and power uproot the social values. Anik‟s analysis is

As for language, Anik Mahmud is unique. His language is simple but words
are uncommon and often complex. The choice of words has made his poetry
a work of literary excellence. His poetry demonstrates simple use of poetic
devices such as simile, metaphor, hyperbole, alliteration, irony, symbol,
personification and so on. Through poetic devices he shows his poetry with
a consistent pattern and an organic vision. His poetry in to to contains and
shows the poet‟s endless struggle for accuracy and perfection of rhyme,
repetition, meter and stanza structure.
Metaphor :

(1) wMwbœ wQ‡jv Av¯— †hb wewbœ av‡bi LB (wMwbœ)
(English Translation)
The housewife was as if the dry rice of „binni‟. (Ginni)

(2) `w¶‡Yi cÙcxZ Wv‡KvUv Ai‡Y¨,
GBLv‡b GB ¸îavix †di‚ †h‡bv Kzkjx M„wabx (k„Mvj)
(English Translation)
This mustached is as if a tactful jackal. (The Jackal)
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“Komal Gandhar of Communism” Bishnu Dey nourishes the theory of
„dialectical materialism‟ which becomes manifested in his works. Anik says
that though Bishnu Dey is highly influenced by T.S. Eliot, yet as a poet Dey
retains his originality. Somor Sen and Suvas Mukhopaddaya are always
committed to communism. Theirs are dedicated Souls for communism.
These two poets themselves proclaim, “Romantic poets are not they, but
Marxists”. Therefore Anik Mahmud calls them “Two travellers on the path
of socialistic movement”. Finally, Anik Mahmud‟s assessment of Sukanto
is very fine and argumenttative. Sukanto is the bumming runner of class
consciousness. Sukanto voiced against the Fascism. His inflammatory
speech like “ivwÎi e„š— †_‡K wQu‡o Av‡bv dzUš— mKvjÓ (Bring about a sunny
morning from the womb of night), Ò†n m~h© kx‡Zi myh© ...Av‡jv Avi DËvc w`I
iv¯—vi av‡ii H Dj½ †Q‡jUv‡KÓ(O sun, the sun of winter, bestow light upon
the nacked boy in the street.), Òwece ¯úw›`Z ey‡K g‡b nq AvwgB †jwbbÓ
(With the spirit of revolution, I think myself a Lenin) stress the spirit and
strength of a nation.

that Shawkat Osman was greatly influenced by the post industrial
civilization. In this respect Anik‟s evaluation is noteworthy :
Man‟s condition, both internal and external, changed due to the
effect of industrial revolution and French revolution. The industrial
civilization sow the seeds of individualism and materialism in
human hearts. So man now believes in scientific explanation and
has become sceptic.
Adhunik Bangla Kabby Sammobadi Chetona is the Ph. D. dissertation of
Anik Mahmud. Any research needs voracious study, analysis, perseverance,
field work and the like. Adhunik Bangla Kabby Sammobadi Chetona is the
reflection of Anik‟s thoughts and hard work. Socialistic idea has been
reflected in his book. Here Anik focuses on Hegel‟s Philosophy that social
change is always dialectical. This socialistic idea is reinforced when Karl
Marx‟s “Communist Manifesto” was published. The Russian Revolution in
1917 also had a tremendous effect on social change. And this change adds a
new dimension to art and literature of the world.
This book is divided into seven chapters each chapter containing so many
theories and information. The first chapter deals with a long discussion on
the theoretical background of „communism‟. This explanation extends from
primitive communism to Marx-Engle‟s communism. The second chapter
deals with the political and cultural perspective of communism in Bengal.
There was an upheaval of Marxian communist theory in the Indian subcontinent. So socialistic movement was rampant against the British colonial
oppression. The third chapter highlights the different aspects of poetry of
the communist poets. Kazi Nazrul Islam, Bishnu Dey, Somor Sen, Suvash
Mukhupaddaya, Suekanto and others belong to this class. Nazrul is
completely non-communal and anti-colonialism. His fiery protest against
the colonial rule is :

In fact, Adhunik Bangla Kabby Sammobadi Chetona is a great achievement
of Anik Mahmud. Anik Mahmud has duly paid tribute to those poets who
are the champions of the socialistic movement. So this book adds a new
dimension to the Bengali Literary criticism.
Alor Duti Asaduzzaman is a book on the life and works of poet
Asaduzzaman. The poet Asaduzzaman is the teacher as well as the
colleague of Anik Mahmud. Asaduzzaman, the professor of Bengali
Department of Rajshahi University, was a hard-working personality. He
was gentle, amiable and cordial to his colleagues as well as to his students.
Poet Asaduzzaman bears a good moral character which has been compared
by Anik Mahmud as „ray of light‟. The morals of Asaduzzaman enlightened
the students and the people around him. Anik Mahmud regards him „a shy
brier‟. A freedom fighter, Asaduzzaman is always progressive and
humanitarian in his thoughts and action. He was a staunch fan of
Robindranath Tagore as well as Jibonanda Das. He found a great pleasure in
reading the works of Tagore and Jibonanda Das, and his profound love for
these two poets sprang from the inner fountain of his thoughts. Anik
Mahmud‟s analysis of the political career of Asaduzzaman is very highly
encouraging.

G‡`k Qvowe wKbv ej
bB‡j wK‡ji †Pv‡U nvo Ki‡ev Rj|
(English Translation)
Quit this land at once
Or I‟ll melt your body into water by blows.
So Anik Mahmud‟s evaluation about Nazrul is that Nazrul is a “Scientific
communist”. Anik‟s assessment about Rabindranath Tagore is quite logical
and intuitive. He comments, “Rabindranath‟s thoughts about communism
does not corrspond to that of Marx. Tagore‟s communist theory is liberal
and humanitarian”. As such he stress the theory of co-operation than
socialistic theory of Marx, Engles and Lenin.

Poet Asaduzzaman was exceptional so far as his literary career is
concerned. He had a wonderful gift of the gab. The audience could not but
be charmed by his excellent eloquence. In any literary conference- large or
small- poet Asaduzzaman exhibited his presence of mind through his wise
comments and criticism on different topics. In this respect, Anik Mahmud‟s
analysis of Asaduzzaman‟s literary career is based upon information. Anik

As to Bishnu Dey, he is a skilled artist of communist theory. Socialist idea
has been nicely presented in Dey‟s poetry. So Anik Mahmud regards Dey as
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says, „Asaduzzaman is not only a great poet but also a good story writer.‟ In
fact, Alor Duti Asaduzzaman is a good criticism by Anik Mahmud on the
ideology and achievement of poet Asaduzzaman.

(English Translation)
O Mother, sew the sweet memories and sorrowful songs
with colourful threads which you have collected
during your whole life,
Then bind the techniques of traditions with it.
Thus a bridge will be formed between past and present.

Jasimuddiner Kavve Bisaybaichitra O Shilparup is a nice criticism of the
themes and techniqus in Jasimuddin‟s poetry by Anik Mahmud. This book
mainly highlights the poetic thoughts and achievements of poet Jasimuddin.
The salient features of Jasimuddin‟s peotry have been pointed out in this
book. The most important factors of Jasimuddin‟s poetry such as nature,
folk life, folk culture, public consciousness, love and romanticism,
humdrum of city life, nationalism and independence war, rhetoric and
prosody-all have been minutely discussed, analysed and evaluated by Anik
Mahmud.

But city life as portrayed in Jasimuddin‟s poetry is not as much panoramic
as the rural life. Hence Anik Mahmud‟s evaluation is appreciable when he
says, “Jasimuddin is the artist of rural life but the commentator on urban
life”.
Aink Mahmud also focuses on Jasimuddin‟s love for freedom fighters.
Jasimuddin‟s poems praise the fallen in the independence war. In this
connection, Anik Mahmud quotes from some of Jasimuddin‟s poems. Apart
from this, Anik Mahmud has done a comparative study between Jasimuddin
and his contemporary rural poets in Bengali literature. Here he has shown
that Jasimuddin is the best because Jasimuddin possesses a divine gift of
poetic excellence. Really speaking, Anik‟s criticism of Jasimuddin‟s poetry
is an excellent work which adds a new dimension to Bengali literature.

Jasimuddin is the most outstanding rural poet in Bengali literature. The
rustic setting and rural life are so nicely painted that it is rarely found in the
works of other rural poets. Anik Mahmud says that Jasimuddin presents the
life of common mass in an uncommon manner. In this respect, he refers to
the comments of Achinto Kumer Sen Gupta on Jasimuddin‟s presentation
of country life : “Jasimuddin is the poet who first looks into the life of the
peasants, the fishermen, the dairy men, farm workers. Jasimuddin‟s
ordinary portrayal of the rural life has become universal and perennial; for it
is not artificial but natural, which touches the heart of the people”. Anik
Mahmud quotes from some of Jasimuddin‟s poems such as “Krisan”,
“Matir Kanna”, “Dhan Khet”, etc which reflect the harsh reality of folk life.
Jasimuddin delineates the miserable socio-economic condition of the poor
rustic people and at the same time he gives a way out to improve their lot.
So rightly says Anik Mahmud, “Jasimuddin is the poet of soil and man”.
Though Jasimuddin is regarded as the rural poet, the charms of city life do
not escape his eyes. He also writes poems on urban life. The artificiality,
prosperity and grandeur of city life have been presented in Jasimuddin‟s
poetry. The poet is in his intoxication that our eternal folk culture might get
extinct because of the impact of modern civilisition. So the poet suggests
his mother in his book Mago Jalaey Rakhis Alo to form a bridge between
the rural culture and urban culture. The poet writes:

Anik Mahmud is a simple, charming poet. He is a poet of soil and man. His
poetry deals with the universal themes of life, love and death. Anik sings of
man‟s strength and weakness with equal fervour. He is a poet who has
something to offer to the readers of various levels of understanding. His
poetry is the „voice of modern age‟; for his poetry presents the joys and
sorrows, doubts and faiths, frustration and desolation of the modern time.
He carefully and powerfully reflects the emotions, ideals and thoughts of a
land that surrounds him. As a critic, Anik Mahmud has also gained
popularity. His criticism enriches and colours Bengali literature.
I highly delight that a Souvenir entitled Suborno Somidh is going to be
published on the occasion of the 50th birth anniversary of poet Anik
Mahmud. The renowned writers of Bangladesh and West Bengal have
written on the life and works of Anik Mahmud. I wish the poet a long life.
[From Suborno Somidh : Anik Mahmud Panchashat Jayanti Sangbordhana
Grantha (Golden Jubilee Achievements: A Book of Felicitations to Anik
Mahmud on his fiftieth Birth Anniversary) Edited By Dr. Shahid Iqbal,
Rajshahi, 2008, PP.667-683]

i‡Oi i‡Oi my‡Zvi †gwjqv Suvwc
m~² Kwiqv AvuK gv hZ‡b
†Kvb myL ¯§„wZ, †Kv‡bv `yLMxwZ,
Kzwo‡qwQm hv mvivwU Rbg e¨vwc|
Zvnvi Dc‡i jn‡i jn‡i
weMZKv‡j Kjv‡KŠkj Avwb,
G hy‡M †m hy‡M †mZzeÜb w`m gv hZ‡b Uvwb|
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